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Study of time reversal violation in b decay of polarized 8Li
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The transverse polarization in a plane perpendicular to the nuclear spin axis has been determined for
electrons emitted in theb decay of polarized8Li. Such a spin component signals a violation of time reversal
symmetry. Using a sample of8Li nuclei with vector polarization of;0.11 and a polarimeter with average
analyzing powerS520.10, the asymmetry in the Mott scattering of decay electrons was measured with an
accuracy of6431025. From the asymmetry, the transverse spin polarization of the electrons has been
determined with an accuracy of6431024, and the amplitudeR5(20.264.0) 31023 of the triple correla-
tion between nuclear spin, momentum, and spin of the electron has been obtained. These results represent the
most precise measurement of the transverse polarization of leptons emitted in weak decays. Time reversal
violating part of the correlation amplitude,RTRV5(20.964.0) 31023, is deduced. It provides the first direct
determination of the imaginary, charged weak tensor interaction20.022,Im(CT1CT8)/CA,0.017 or alterna-
tively 20.004,Im(aRL

T ),0.005~90% C.L.!. These are the tightest limits for exotic~nonvector or axial vector!
time reversal violating couplings in semileptonic weak decays. A report is presented with emphasis on experi-
mental details and data analysis. Relations of this study to other tests of time reversal violation are discussed.

PACS number~s!: 24.80.1y, 23.40.Bw, 13.88.1e, 13.30.Ce
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I. INTRODUCTION

The CPT theorem@1# links time reversal symmetryT
with a combination of particle-antiparticle and parity sym
metries (CP). This grand theoretical conjecture and expe
mental evidence supporting it@2# give rise to expectations
that T violation should be accompanied by a correspondi
CP violation and vice versa.

The existence ofCP violation in the decay of neutral
kaons is firmly established: in a number of experiments, t
observed effects exceed the statistical uncertainties by m
than an order of magnitude. The startling discovery of t
CP violation phenomena has prompted vigorous theoreti
activity. The best known mechanisms considered as sour
of CP violation are the superweak interaction@3#, Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! mixing of the quark states@4#,
a u term in the QCD Lagrangian@5#, models involving left-
and right-handed gauge bosons@6#, multiplets of Higgs par-
ticles @7#, or leptoquarks@8#. The CKM mixing and theu
interaction term are embedded into the standard model~SM!
of particles and their interactions. The former mechanism
particularly important, since it is the only one that arise
within a context of already known physics.CP violation in
the CKM frame arises as a genuine phenomenon of we
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interactions with a subtle interplay of all three quark fam
lies. This model predicts sizableCP violation effects in pro-
cesses involving heavy quarks. Its predictions for the sy
tems built of the lightest quarks,d andu, are very low, and
in fact inaccessible to a test by the present generation
laboratory experiments.

Another, though indirect evidence ofCP or T violation, is
an excess of matter over antimatter in the present Univer
With perfectCP or T invariance, all the baryons and anti
baryons created in the big bang explosion would have an
hilated and the present world would be filled mostly wit
energy in the form of massless quanta of radiation@9#. It was
pointed out@10# that, beside baryon number violating pro
cesses, the violation ofCP or T symmetry is one of the
necessaryconditions to produce an excess of baryons ov
antibaryons.

Experimental evidence, particularly the absence of cha
acteristic annihilation radiation, suggests that even the larg
structures in the Universe are composed of regular mat
However, theCP violating interaction, detected in the kaon
system and incorporated into the SM, istoo weakto pro-
duce so much matter in the baryogenesis process@11#. There-
fore cosmology provides a hint that there exist alsoother
mechanismsthat breakCP or T invariance. In contrast to
the CKM model, sizable effects for systems built of ligh
quarks could suggest a more natural explanation of the la
baryon/antibaryon asymmetry.

There is a general consensus that an observation ofCP or
T symmetry breaking outside the kaon system may provide
clue for a new view on particles or their interactions. Mot
vated by thecontradictionsbetween the SM and cosmol-
ogy we have performed a test of time reversal symmetry.
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II. STATUS OF T VIOLATION

A. Experiments and their implications

In the following survey of the most important experimen
we emphasize that various studies of the two related disc
symmetries provide complementary information. The expe
ments in subfields of particle and nuclear physics are usu
sensitive to different mechanisms of theCP or T violation.

CP forbidden processes,;231023 in the branching ra-
tios @12#, have been observed in hadronic deca
(K0→p1p2) and in semileptonic decays (K0→p6e7n̄) of
neutral kaons@2#. In recent years enormous efforts have be
concentrated on the kaon experiments. The motivation
this generation of experiments was the theoretical discov
of a signature that may distinguish between the CKM and t
superweak models ofCP violation. An unavoidable conse-
quence@13# of the CKM model is the mechanism of ‘‘direct’’
CP violation that leads to a strangeness-changing (DS51)
transition in the decay amplitude. In contrast, the superwe
interaction may change strangeness only by two un
(DS52). Recent experimental reports from Fermilab@14#
do not provide conclusive data in support of ‘‘direct’’CP
violation, although the earlier CERN data@15# have been
considered as evidence against the superweak mo
Though it is not related to the problem of ‘‘direct’’CP vio-
lation, we note an observation ofCP violation in a new
decay channel where two charged pions are accompanied
a photon@16#.

Direct determination of the time reversal violating part o
the interaction in the kaon system is interesting in the cont
of our work. A thorough analysis of the classic kaon dec
experiments, which leads to the conclusion that ‘‘ . . . the
CPT violating interaction strength is at most a few perce
of theCPT conserving,T violating interaction . . . ’’ is pre-
sented in the textbook@17#. Recent study searches forT vio-
lation effects using a new experimental approach@18#.

Recent theoretical findings@19# suggest that kaon experi-
ments alone cannot distinguish between the two models. I
expected thatCP violation phenomena will be exhibited in a
system of neutralB mesons@20#. However, it was pointed
out @21# that the parameters describingCP violation in
heavy quark systems lie in an area that will make a select
between the superweak and the CKM model particularly d
ficult, even in the case of positive evidence ofCP violation
from B meson experiments.

Not only decay processes, but also static properties
particles may be influenced byCP or T noninvariant inter-
actions. The best known example is the electric dipole m
ment ~EDM!. Nonzero EDM’s are not present at the La
grangian level in fundamental, renormalizable field theori
@22#. They may be, nevertheless, induced by parityand time
reversal violating interactions via higher order process
~quantum loop corrections!. For example, a third order cal-
culation in the CKM frame is required to produce a non
vanishing EDM for quarks and electrons@23#. The most
elaborate search for a permanent EDM is performed w
polarized ultracold neutrons. The results of the two leadi
experiments @24# are interpreted as an upper limit o
1.2310225e cm ~95% C.L.! for the EDM of the neutron
@25#. This limit is impressively small. Recently, even tighte
constraints on the EDM’s of the neutron and electron ha
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been provided by experiments with more complex system
notably Hg and Tl atoms@24#. EDM experiments restrict the
u interaction term, which may arise in the QCD sector of th
standard model, to;1029 of its natural strength@22#; no
other experiments are better suited for search ofT violation
generated by strong interaction. EDM predictions based
the CKM mechanism are still;7 orders of magnitude lower
@26# than the experimental determinations. The exact valu
of these predictions vary by large factors, depending on
details of the assumptions used in the calculations. The p
dicted effects are in general so small that it seems unreali
to expect that the EDM experiments with ultracold neutro
will soon shed light on details ofT violation generated by
the CKM scheme@26#. Other interesting mechanisms ofT
violation, like multiple Higgs bosons, or left-right symmetric
models, allow an EDM of the neutron only 1–2 orders o
magnitude smaller than the present experimental limit@26#.
Their effects may be tested therefore by the next generat
of EDM experiments.

The obvious way to study time reversal symmetry is
compare a certain physical process andthe sameprocess
running backwards in time. This leads to the principle
detailed balance, which is based on the invariance of
scattering matrixS under time reversal transformationT
@27#. Detailed balance was tested in cross sections@28# and
in polarization observables@29# for a number of nuclear re-
actions. The results show thatT-violating amplitudes are at
most 1023 to 1022 of the dominating strong interaction am
plitudes. New prospects forT violation experiments with
strongly interacting systems have appeared following a d
covery of large enhancement factors of 1032106 for parity
nonconserving phenomena in the interaction of polariz
neutrons with nuclear media. It is argued@30# that similar
amplification mechanisms may operate for effects ofT vio-
lation. An experiment along these lines is in preparation@30#.
Though an interpretation of these experiments in terms
statistical models is not free of controversy, and conjectur
enhancement factors are not large enough to probe the in
action scale involved in kaon experiments, an unambiguo
signal ofT-odd effects in nuclear reactions would be a ve
important discovery.

Experiments withg decays avoid some uncertainties a
sociated with strong nuclear forces. These experime
search forT-odd components in the nuclear wave function
or electromagnetic transition operators. Since electrom
netic interactions are parity conserving,P-even observables
are studied in tests of time reversal symmetry. Observab
that areP even butT odd are formed by proper combination
of the momenta and polarizations of the involved nuclei a
g rays. Here, a limit of;1023 is set on the strength of aP
conserving butT violating force with respect to electromag
netic forces@31#. g decay experiments probe a domain th
has eluded other searches forT violation. However, once
again an interaction scale that is much stronger than we
interactions is investigated. ForP-odd components of aT
violating interaction, experiments with electromagnetic d
cays are not capable of providing meaningful sensitive lim
its.

Our study belongs to the class of experiments which d
termine correlations between polarizations and momenta
particles involved in weak decays. The lowest orderT-odd
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combination of vectors and pseudovectors available in
decay process appears in the form of their triple produ
Here we distinguish the one spin–two momenta correlat
from the one that involves two spins and one momentu
The former isP even while the latter isP odd, and even if
they are determined for the same decay process, they
sensitivity to different aspects ofT violation. Study ofP-odd
observables in weak decays is meaningful, since parity
anyway maximally violated in these processes, and there
it does not bring additional constraints. Here, we presen
summary of the most precise experimental results for tri
correlations in weak interactions. A detailed discussion of
implications that are related to our study will follow at th
end of this paper.

The upper part of Table I presents the results of the
periments measuringT-odd,P-even correlations. These ob
servables have been studied for the neutron@32,33#, 19Ne
@34#, K1 @35#, K0 @36#, andS2 @37# decays.T-odd,P-odd
correlations have been measured prior to our experiment
19Ne @38#, L0 @39,40#, andm1 @41# decays; the results ar
shown in the lower part of Table I.

We note that determinations ofP-odd components of the
T violating interaction are roughly one order of magnitu
less precise. The reason is the necessity to establish the
direction of the decay product. Such a measurement is u
ally more difficult than the determination of the direction
the emitted particle. Since the two types of correlations p
vide independent information on the mechanism ofT viola-
tion, improvement in precision forP odd observables is very
desirable.

A new generation of triple correlation experiments is
preparation~e.g., neutron decay, orK decay@42#! with the
goal of improving the accuracies by factors of;5. Once
again, the more easily accessibleP-even correlations will be

TABLE I. The results~in 1023 units! of the experiments search
ing for time reversal violation in triple correlations in weak decay
J is the spin of the decaying system,p is the momentum of the
decay product, ands is the spin of the emitted lepton. Self
explanatory subscripts are used to associate~pseudo!vectors with
the particles.

T violating andP conserving correlations
Decay Correlation Result Ref.

nW→pe2n̄e JWn(pW e3pW p) 21.161.7 ILL @32#

nW→pe2n̄e JWn(pW e3pW p) 22.763.3 LNPI @33#
19NeW→19Fe1ne JWNe(pW F3pW e) 0.160.6 PU@34#

K1→mW 1p0nm pW m(pW p3sW m) 2365 BNL @35#

K0→mW 1p2nm pW m(pW p3sW m) 266 BNL @36#

SW 2→ne2n̄e JWS(pW n3pW e) 1106100 FNAL @37#

T violating andP violating correlations
Decay Correlation Result Ref.

19NeW→19FeW 1ne JWNe(pW e3sW e) 279653 PU @38#

LW 0→p2pW JWL(pW p3sW p) 2100670 BNL @39#

LW 0→p2pW JWL(pW p3sW p) 294660 CERN@40#

mW 1→eW 1nen̄m JWm(pW e3sW e) 7623 SIN @41#
8LiW→8BeeW 2n̄e JWLi(pW e3sW e) 20.264.0 This work
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studied. To our knowledge, none of the performed or plann
experiments are sensitive enough to disclose the tiny co
lation effects which are generated by the standard mod
Their motivation is rather to use time reversal violation as
tool to search for ‘‘physics beyond the standard model.’’

B. Arguments for tests with b decay

The vector-axial vector (V-A) @43# form of the semilep-
tonic weak interaction is embedded in the standard model
assumingthatW6 and Z0 bosons with their purely left-
handed couplings are theonly mediators of the weak force.
The standard model does not predict sizable time rever
violating phenomena for systems built of the lightest,u and
d, quarks.

In contrast to a popular belief that the interaction respo
sible for b decay has a strictV-A structure with real,
T-conserving couplings, there is still room for sizable devi
tions from the standard theory. Such deviations may
caused by admixtures of exotic scalar and tensor interact
terms that are allowed by Lorentz invariance@44#. In fact,
model independent constraints on the strength of the ima
nary scalar and tensor couplings are up to;0.1 of the regu-
lar V-A amplitude @45#. Below we discuss arguments fo
performing a new test ofT violation in b decay, with par-
ticular focus on the tensor interaction.

~1! Precise experimental verification of theV-A ansatz is
of utmost importance. The absence ofT violation effects in
the frame of the standard model is a favorable situation in
search for new phenomena.

~2! A well developed theory and phenomenology provide
a convenient framework for the interpretation of a wide cla
of experiments. The results obtained with various nuclei a
observables are related via the weak interaction coupl
constants. Useful limits for these couplings are obtained a
in case of not finding a time reversal violating signal.

~3! Some available models, based, e.g., on Higgs boson
leptoquark exchange, admit fundamental scalarand tensor
interactions. Contrary to a general conviction, such a ten
contributionmaybe generated within a framework of renor
malizable field theory, e.g., via a Fierz rearrangement of t
gauge interaction defined in the leptoquark picture@8,44#.1

~4! Recently reported inconsistencies in the pion radiati
decay data@46# point to a;431022 tensor amplitude. Al-
though the experimental situation should be clarified, the
data have triggered serious discussions concerning a ten
interaction@47#.

~5! The real part of the tensor couplings is restricted
few parts per thousand of the regular weak amplitude
measurements of the Fierz interference termb in 22Na decay
~Ref. @45# and references therein!. Large room is left for the
time reversal violating, imaginary tensor couplings; in fac
no dedicated study of this aspect of the weak interaction h
been performed up to now.

Our measurement of the transverse polarization for ele
trons emitted in theb decay of polarized8Li is a first direct

1It should be also noted that gravityis a tensor interaction and
undeniablyexists, despite problems with formulating it within a
renormalizable gauge theory.
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53 935STUDY OF TIME REVERSAL VIOLATION IN b DECAY OF . . .
determination of the time reversal violating tensor terms. T
first results of this experiment have been published in@48#.
Here, we present a complete account, with particular emp
sis on the experimental details and data analysis. The bu
data (;90%) was collected after our first publication, ther
fore technicalities will refer mostly to the last series of me
surements that have led to a fourfold improvement in
accuracy.

III. EXPERIMENT

It was noticed by Lee and Yang on the occasion of th
discovery of parity violation@49# that the decay rate, in a
weak process governed by a Lorentz invariant Hamilton
with a point interaction between the involved fermions, d
pends in a simple manner on the geometric arrangemen
the vectors and pseudovectors characterizing the emitted
ticles. This observation was soon generalized to more c
plicated experimental situations. Jacksonet al., in a series of
classical papers@50#, have derived expressions for the ang
lar distributions of the energies and polarizations of lepto
emitted in theb decay from polarized nuclei.

Restricting the formulas to terms that are important
searches for time reversal violation we obtain a distribut
function W, which describes correlations between t
nuclear polarizationJW , the polarization of the electronsW , and
the momenta of the electronpW and neutrinopW n @50#:

W}S 11A
JWpW

E
1D

JW~pW 3pW n!

EEn
1R

JW~pW 3sW !

E
D .

HereA is the parity violatingb decay asymmetry paramete
theD andR coefficients denote the amplitudes of the tim
reversal violatingP even,T odd, andP,T odd correlations
that were discussed in the preceding section, andE,En are
the total energies of the electron and the neutrino, resp
tively. We use units with the velocity of lightc51. A Lor-
entz invariant theory with point interactions between p
ticles predicts a simplep/E5v dependence of the rat
modulations on the velocityv. This dependence is explicitly
disclosed in the formulas, so that the coefficien
A,D,R, . . . are energy independent.

The decay parametersA, D, andR, depend on the Ferm
MF and Gamow-TellerMGT nuclear matrix elements and o
the weak interaction coupling constants. The matrix eleme
take into account the nuclear structure of the states invo
in the transition, while the coupling constants describe ge
ine effects of the weak interactions. A detailed discuss
will follow in Sec. VII. Jacksonet al. have also considere
an additive correction term to the correlation parameters,
to the electromagnetic final state interactions~FSI!. We note
that the FSI contribution to theR correlation is proportiona
to the decay asymmetry parameterA @50#:

RFSI52
aZm

p
A,

wherea is the fine structure constant,Z is the charge of the
residual nucleus, andm,p are the electron mass and mome
tum. The FSI terms for theR correlation are naturally sup
pressed in the decays of light nuclei with high energy
he
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lease. This correction may also be very small for transitio
with an exceptionally small asymmetry parameterA.

A. 8Li nucleus

1. Advantages

The 8Li nucleus offers some advantages for anR corre-
lation experiment.

~1! Final state effects are extraordinarily small due to t
low nuclear charge of the recoil nucleus (Z54) and the high
decay energy (Emax513.1 MeV!. It is worth noting that the
R FSI correction for

8Li decay is probably the smallest for a
b unstable nuclei, including the neutron.

~2! The transverse polarization of the electrons with en
gies in the MeV range can be analyzed by Mott scatter
from nuclei with a large charge. Appreciable analyzing po
ers (20.1 to20.4) are observed at large scattering angl
where the cross sections are however low.2

~3! Polarized8Li nuclei may be produced in the polariza
tion transfer reaction7Li( dW ,p)8LiW. Fast reversal of the
nuclear polarization is achieved by reversing the spin of
deuterons. This is of primary importance for the cancellati
of systematic effects associated with efficiencies of the
tectors, slow drifts in the amplification, etc.

~4! Low magnetic holding fields (; 2 mT only! maintain
the nuclear polarization for periods longer than the half l
of the decay in isotopically pure7Li host targets. Such tar-
gets provide a high yield of decay electrons and a low ba
ground radiation.

~5! The high energy of the emitted electrons brings
advantage in discrimination against usually low energy ba
ground radiation.

2. Decay characteristics

The 8Li nucleus, in its ground state, is a member of th
isospin triplet (8Li, 8Be, 8B!. It decays to the 1.5 MeV broad
excited state of8Be, with a centroid at 2.9 MeV above th
threshold in thea-a system. The most important data fo
this decay are shown in Fig. 1. A low value of the compa
tive lifetime logft 5 5.4 @51#, and good agreement of th
energy spectra of the emitted electrons with the phase sp
predictions@52# assure that we are dealing with an allowe
b decay. Accordingly, the formalism of Ref.@50# is appli-
cable.

The transition8Li → 8Be is dominated by the Gamow
Teller strength, which eliminates nuclear structure uncerta
ties in the interpretation of the results~Sec. VII!.

B. Source of polarized8Li

1. Beam and time structure of the measurements

Polarized8Li nuclei were produced by polarization trans
fer in the reaction7Li( dW ,p)8LiW initiated by 10 MeV deuter-
ons provided by the PSI Injector Cyclotron.

2In the context of this class of experiments, it is unfortunate tha
complete separation of spin states in a Stern-Gerlach experim
cannot be achieved for a free charged particle with ag factor of 2.
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936 53J. SROMICKIet al.
The choice of energy was influenced by several facto
The transfer of the transverse polarization from the deutero
to the 8Li nuclei, which was investigated in our earlier ex
periments@53#, exhibits rather weak energy dependence~Fig.
2!. Higher beam energies are preferable, since they prov
larger production rates. Also, the extraction and accelerat
of the beam are easier at higher energies. The most impor
argument for lower energies was an absence of reactions
might produce other than8Li b activity in the target.

The beam current used in the recent investigations w
1.5mA compared to 0.4mA in the earlier experiments@48#.
This resulted in a very large decay rate of;23109 s21. The
beam spot and the size of the8Li source were defined by 2
mm3 6 mm tantalum slits placed 40 mm from the targe
Under our operating conditions;5% of the beam intensity
was deposited on the slits.

The polarization of the beam was adjusted at the beg
ning of each series of measurements by tuning the radio f
quency transitions at the ion source. The beam polarizat
was measured in the reaction12C(dW ,p)13C. By using two
groups of states of the residual nucleus we could determ
simultaneously the vector and tensor polarization of the de
terons. Precise values of the vector and tensor analyz
powers (60.01) on a fine energy3angle grid around 10
MeV and 90° were obtained in a separate experiment at
University of Wisconsin EN tandem accelerator. The bea
polarization was checked periodically during the measu
ments. In accordance with our experience from other expe
ments, the polarization of the beam delivered from the io
source was stable on the level of 2% over a period of fe
days. A typical vector polarization of the deuteron beam w
0.5360.02, where the uncertainty quoted describes var
tions between different measuring periods. This figure
80% of the maximum available vector polarization for
beam of spin-one particles without tensor polarization. Me
sured tensor moments of the beam were less than 0.03. T
do not influence our results since the tensor polarization do
not distinguish the direction of the polarization axis. In ad
dition, transfer of the tensor polarization in the7Li
(d,p)8Li reaction is very low@54#.

The measurements were performed in a cyclic fashi
with a 0.33 s irradiation period of the target and a 1 scount-
ing interval. During the counting period the beam was ele
trostatically deflected at the ion source. The counting interv
was subdivided into 32 consecutive time bins. After five su
activation/measurement cycles the beam polarization was
versed by switching radio frequency transitions at the io

FIG. 1. Important data concerning8Li decay.
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source. In this way a fast spin reversal~every 7 s! of the
8Li nuclei was achieved. Figure 3 shows the time structu
of the measurement.

In order to avoid acquisition of events from remaining
nuclei with ‘‘wrong’’ polarization, which have survived from
the previous activation cycle, the data corresponding to t
first irradiation after polarization reversal were not collected

2. 7Li target and 8Li source polarization

The target, an isotopically pure 5 mm diameter7Li rod,
was placed in a 7 mTmagnetic field and cooled to liquid
nitrogen temperature to preserve the polarization of the8Li
nuclei for periods of time much longer than a half life of the
decay.

The polarization of the8Li source was monitored con-
tinuously during the measurements with detectors mount
at 45° and 135° with respect to the vertical polarization axi
Energy and decay time spectra measured by the monitor
tectors are shown in Fig. 2 in Ref.@48#. These detectors
measure the up/down asymmetry in the decay rate of ele
trons, arising from parity violatingb decay. In the approxi-
mation of a pure Gamow-Teller allowed transition, the asym
metry parameter for the8Li decay isA521/3 @50#. Small
corrections were applied for the energy dependence of t
asymmetry. Taking into account minor discrepancies b
tween experimental data concerning the energy depende
@55#, we estimate that the relative uncertainty in the absolu
value of the target polarization is below 5%. This propagat
as an uncertainty of the scale factor into our final result.

The mean polarization of the8Li source over the measur-
ing period was between 0.11 and 0.12, depending on t
condition of the target. Statistical errors in monitoring th
target polarization are negligible. A typical development o
the target polarization over a few days measuring period
shown in Fig. 4.

The observed long term drifts in the target polarization
;60.005/day, were caused most probably by the deterio
tion of the thermal contact between the7Li rod and its cool-

FIG. 2. Polarization transfer for the7Li( dW ,p)8LiW reaction. Left
scale: polarization transfer coefficientKy

y8 for a deuteron beam
stopped in a thick target. Right scale: polarization of the8Li nuclei
at the moment of their production obtained with a deuteron bea
with a vector polarizationpy50.5.
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53 937STUDY OF TIME REVERSAL VIOLATION IN b DECAY OF . . .
ing pin. They are strongly correlated with an increase of t
target temperature that was monitored by a thermocou
mounted directly on the Li metal. Usually, after the polariza
tion had dropped by 10%, the target was replaced and
polarization then returned to its high value. The observ
mean polarization of the target is in excellent agreement w
calculations performed on the basis of the structure of t
measurement cycle and the previously measured polariza
transfer coefficient@53#. This confirms that the absolute po
larization of the 8Li nuclei is known with sufficient preci-
sion.

The time dependence of the asymmetry measured by
target polarization monitors during the data accumulati
phase of the cycle is shown in Fig. 5. We observe an exp
nential decay of the asymmetry in time with a mean rela
ation time of the polarizationT1;3.5 s, which is substan-
tially longer than the 0.84 s half life of the decay. Th
extracted spin relaxation timeT1 is in good agreement with
the values expected from the solid state models and fr
7Li( nW ,g) 8LiW measurements@56#.
As a byproduct, caused by variations of the temperatureT

of the target which have occurred due to inefficient coolin
in our first run, we obtained a dependence of the relaxati
time T15K/T with the Korringa constantK5300610 K s
~Fig. 6!.

3. Purity of the8 Li source

In the early stages of the experiment, theb spectrum was
checked for contamination by decays other than8Li. We use
enriched 7Li targets with 99.9% purity guaranteed by th
supplier.3 A spectrographic analysis showed that contam
nants~primarily C, N, Cl, and heavy metals! were present at
less than 300 ppm. The only contaminant reactions of co
cern are7Li( d, 3He! 6He and16O(d,n) 17F, withQ values of
24.5 MeV and21.6 MeV, respectively. The first reaction is
inherently associated with the target material, while the se
ond may occur in the oxide layer on the surface of th
lithium metal. Such a stratum cannot be entirely avoide
despite such precautions as using an argon or helium atm
sphere during the mounting of new targets. The potent
contribution of the oxide layer is reduced because its thic
ness is a few orders of magnitude less than the;1 mm range
of the 10 MeV deuterons in lithium. The end point energie
of the electrons emitted from6He and positrons from17F

3Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

FIG. 3. Time structure of the measurement: activation perio
are denoted byA, shaded areas correspond to counting interva
Note that in order to increase the effective polarization of the8Li
target we did not collect the data produced right after polarizati
reversal~second cycle in the drawing!.
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decay are 3.5 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. Since a
MeV energy threshold is applied for electrons accepted in th
analysis of the data for theR coefficient, we do not expect
any contribution from these sources in the final data samp

Contributions of otherb emitters activated in the vicinity
of the target~e.g., in the collimators, target housing, etc.!
were checked by measuring the energy spectrum of the el
trons emitted from the source, and by the analysis of the tim
spectra from the monitor detectors in all of our on line mea
surements~Fig. 2, Ref.@48#!. In a supplementary measure-
ment with increased dwell time we did not detect traces of
long term activity that could build up by the irradiation of the
apparatus or collimators~Fig. 7!. We conclude that the con-
tamination by electrons which do not originate from the
8Li decay was less than 1%. This is sufficient to neglec
contributions of contaminant activities in the data analysis

C. Electron polarimeter

1. General idea

As briefly discussed in Sec. III A, the most suitable pro
cess to analyze the transverse polarization of electrons fro

ds
ls.

n

FIG. 4. Mean polarization of the8Li source observed during
counting intervals over a five day measuring period. The lines are
guide the eye. The arrows indicate replacements of the7Li target.

FIG. 5. Time dependence of the asymmetry measured by t
monitor detectors. The solid line shows an exponential fit to th
data with a spin relaxation timeT153.5 s.
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938 53J. SROMICKIet al.
b decay is Mott scattering. The calculated analyzing pow4

for scattering of electrons from lead nuclei in the energy a
angular range of interest for this experiment is shown in F
8. Appreciable values,;20.1 to20.5, are observed at larg
scattering angles, in the domain of low cross sections.

From the point of view of counting statistics as well a
systematic errors, the most favorable conditions for a m
surement of theR correlation are obtained for a configuratio
of mutually orthogonal directions of the nuclear polarizati
JW , the electron momentumpW , and the transverse polarizatio
of the electronsW . These requirements led to the idea of
high efficiency polarimeter.

The development of our design is shown in Fig. 9. T
left side shows the simplest arrangement, consisting of
two up/down detectors and a scattering foil, to determine
transverse, time reversal violating component of the po
ization for electrons emitted from the sample of polariz
nuclei. The signal is proportional to the up/down asymme
in the scattering. Axial symmetry implies that there is n
azimuthal dependence in the emission of the electrons w
respect to the spin axis of the nuclei. Therefore the sim
configuration may be used repeatedly~Fig. 9, center!. In a
further step we are led to the idea ofonly two detectors in
the form of rings ~Fig. 9, right!. Two such continuous ring
detectors are capable of detecting theT-violating transverse
polarization component by measuring the up/down asymm
try in the large angle scattering of electrons impinging on
continuous analyzer foil stretched around the median pl
of the apparatus.

A polarimeter with axial symmetry has important adva
tages. Its large acceptance angles, both for electrons em
from the source and those scattered toward the ring detec
assure the required high efficiency. The symmetry of the
paratus is helpful in suppressing possible systematic eff
arising, e.g., due to misalignment of the spin axis.

4Very recently, we completed a test of Mott theory in a scatter
experiment with polarized electrons at Mainz Microtron. Very go
agreement with the theoretical analyzing powers was found.
also Sec. IV B.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the spin relaxation timeT1 observed in
this experiment on the inverse temperature 1/T. The line is a fit to
the data with the Korringa constantK5300 K s.
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In the implementation for our experiment, each ring d
tector is subdivided into two 90° segments downstream
the target and two 60° segments upstream of the target,
spectively~Fig. 10!. Each segment consists of triple scintil
lation telescopes (d,D,E). Such a structure of the polarime
ter was convenient for practical reasons. First, sm
azimuthal dead layers are necessary to provide room for
beam pipe assembly, liquid nitrogen cooling lines for th
target, and a slit for electrons emitted from the source towa
the auxiliary countersMu,d ~Fig. 10! that monitor continu-
ously the polarization of the8Li target. In addition, division
of the rings into four quadrants assures the possibility of
comparison of the results obtained from the various se
ments. This is an important cross check of the data. Us
unsegmented rings would be hazardous, since the same

g
d
ee

FIG. 7. Time spectrum from the monitor detectors. This me
surement was performed immediately after few days of data tak
with the highest beam current (;1.5mA!. Note the excellent agree-
ment of the data with the exponential decay law with asingle
component corresponding to8Li decay. The fitted value of the life-
time, 83661 ms, is in agreement with the literature value 83866
ms @51#.

FIG. 8. Angular dependence and energy dependence~between 3
MeV and 8 MeV, 1 MeV step! of the analyzing power for electron
scattering from lead nuclei. The arrows show the acceptance lim
of our apparatus.
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FIG. 9. The idea of an electron polarimeter for a measurement of theR correlation inb decay. The source of polarized nuclei is indicate

by the large arrowJW . Left part: side view of the standard measurement of the transverse polarizationsW ~little arrows! of the electrons with

the momentumpW , by a pair of up/down detectors. Middle: azimuthal independence of the decay process allows for using re
arrangements of pairs of detectors and analyzer foils. Right: Multiple detectors are combined in an efficient and symmetric polarimet
form of two unsegmented rings. The shadowed areas correspond to solid angles covered by the detectors for scattering from a g
on the analyzer foil.
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ditions for the detection of electrons are not guaranteea
priori for all azimuthal angles. For example, background
diation could be different for the upstream and the dow
stream part of the apparatus. We have found therefore th
moderate segmentation of the ring detectors provides im
tant advantages in this experiment.

2. Design of the polarimeter

Figure 11 shows technical details of the polarimeter. N
the major alterations of the apparatus since our first publ
tion ~Ref. @48#, Fig. 1!. Our detection system is based o
plastic scintillators. They assure a uniform and fast respo
which is important in discrimination against background,
well as being robust in the high radiation environment dur
target activation. We used 2 mm thick transmission and 4
thick stopping counters. The whole system consists of
scintillator modules utilizing 52 photomultiplier tubes.

In the development of the apparatus the reduction
background due to electrons, and their associated bre
strahlung, which were not scattered from the analyzer
was of paramount importance. In the early stage of the
periment we performed numerous tests with various mat
als and shapes to shield the detectors from the very inte
radiation emitted from the8Li source. Our tests have show
that the best commonly available material for this purpos
brass. Substances with lowerZ, e.g., plastics, turned out t
be ineffective because of their low density, and aluminiu
exhibited an extensiveb activity after capturing neutron
from the breakup of deuterons stopped in the Li target. T
collimators in the central part of the shielding are shaped
such a way that at least two scatterings are necessary to r
the analyzer for electrons that are emitted out of the geom
ric acceptance angle of the foil. The ‘‘shadow angle’’ of t
collimators exceeds the acceptance angle of the analyze
by almost a factor of 3. Lead was used for shielding only
the proximity of the scintillators and was never exposed
the electron radiation to avoid backscattering.
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3. Tests of the detectors

The response of our detectors was investigated in offli
tests with light emitting diodes~LED! and radioactive
sources (90Sr, 106Ru!, that were also used in calibrations. The
variations of the response across the face of the detectors
shown in Fig. 12. We observe quite a uniform pulse heig
response to monoenergetic radiation for the stoppingE de-

FIG. 10. Electron polarimeter used in the8Li R-correlation ex-
periment. The electrons emitted at 90° with respect to the nucle
spin axis~large arrow in the center! impinge on the scattering foil
with a large acceptance angle. The ring detectors are segmented
quadrants to provide independent measurements of theR correla-
tion. The counters (M ), mounted at 45° and 135° polar angles
monitor the target polarization by detecting the regularb decay
asymmetry. The deuteron beam comes from the right.
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FIG. 11. Details of the setup. Upper part: vertical cross section; lower part: top view. A sample of polarized8Li nuclei is produced in the
center of the apparatus by the polarized deuteron beam that enters from the right. The detectors are surrounded by passive shiel~hatched
areas! protecting them from the intense primary radiation emitted from the8Li source. The inset shows details of the target chamber. The
section of the beam pipe (; 1.5 m! and the housing of the target are made of lucite to minimize backscattering of electrons from o
other than the lead analyzer foil. Electrons emerge from the target chamber through a thin, 70mm Kapton window.
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tectors. A stronger dependence for the transmission coun
does not pose a problem since their pulse height does
enter the analysis of the experiment. These thin detec
deliver a low light output, therefore we have proven that t
electron pulses were well separated from the noise. A typ
pulse height resulting from the light produced by;2 MeV
electrons~minimum ionization! in the transmission counter
was;100 mV compared to the largest dark current noise
20 mV.

The energy resolution of the stopping detectors w
scanned with light emitting diodes~LED! that were embed-
ded into scintillators in the most distant place from the ph
tomultipliers. Pulse height spectra of the LED’s are shown
Fig. 13.

The extracted resolution varies with the energy accord
to 0.3/AE(MeV), as expected from photon counting stati
tics. Taking into account the position dependence of the
sponse we obtain an energy resolution of 1762% at 4 MeV,
which corresponds to the threshold that was used in
analysis of the data. The resolution has been verified at
energies in measurements of spectra fromb sources, and at
higher energies (;10 MeV! by observing hard cosmic radia
tion.
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4. Energy spectra in the experiment

The use of triple telescopes directed toward the analy
foil was essential in reducing the sensitivity to backgrou
radiation. With the arrangement shown in Fig. 10 and Fig.
we have observed a signal~scattering foil in place! to back-
ground ~foil removed! ratio above the 4 MeV threshold o

FIG. 12. Position dependence of the pulse height of the de
tors. The inset on the left defines the coordinates. We checked
the pulse height variation for thed counters was less than for th
D detectors.
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14:1. Figure 14 shows the energy spectra of the stopp
countersE in coincidence withD,d detectors, taken in vari
ous conditions.

5. Electronics and data acquisition

A similar time response of all detectors allowed the use
a compact electronic setup. All signals from the photomu
pliers ~PM! were calibrated and synchronized in time wi
the aid of radioactive sources and light emitting diod
~LED!. The pulses from the PM’s viewing the same scin
lator were added, and the electronics processed only one
nal from each detector. First of all, fast coincidences w
formed, providing a gate for the linear signals fed into fa
charge sensitive ADC’s. A common gate was used for
ADC’s, to equalize dead time losses for all the detectors
number of scalers recorded the rates of the discriminator
separate branch of fast electronics processed signals from
detectors monitoring the polarization of the8Li source.
Pulses from the semiconductor Si detectors, measuring
tons from the12C(d,p)13C reaction that was used to monito
the polarization of the deuteron beam, were amplified a
analyzed by slow, peak sensing ADC’s.

The measurements were controlled by a processor5 resi-
dent in the CAMAC crate. Its task was to define and coor
nate the time structure of the measurement, e.g., to pro
control signals for the beam chopper, radio frequency tra
tions at the ion source, and for LED’s that have monitor
continuously the gains of allE detectors. The main data flow
was controlled by a CAMAC based front end processor6 and
directed via ETHERNET to themVAX back end computer.
The data were recorded as a function of timeT after activa-
tion of the target~32 time bins, 33 ms duration each! and
energy deposited in the detectors~64 energy bins!. The fol-
lowing energy3time (E3T) spectra of the ring polarimete
detectors were recorded on the disc for the two polariza

5‘‘Firecracker’’ ACC 2160, Creative Electronics Systems.
6‘‘Starburst’’ ACC 2180, Creative Electronics Systems.

FIG. 13. Energy resolution of the stopping detectors measu
with light emitting diodes. The energy calibration for electrons
shown on the horizontal axis.
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states of the 8Li source: DE3T, E3T, (E1DE)3T,
ELED3T. Additionally, spectra from the polarization mon
tor detectors (M ) were recorded, as well as a high rate puls
fed into scalers for dead time control, and the informati
concerning beam current on the target. Altogether 92 spec
most of them two-dimensional, were stored on the disc
the off-line analysis.

IV. SIMULATION OF THE EXPERIMENT

Extensive computer simulations were used in the ea
stages of the experiment to define optimal geometrical c
ditions for the layout of the detectors. Later, the results
these calculations were compared to the data, to assure
understanding of the response of the apparatus.

A. Effective analyzing power

The effective analyzing power of the polarimeter was o
of the important results of the simulations. It was pointed o
repeatedly@57# that the theoretical values of the Mott ana
lyzing powers may be used with confidence for electro
with energies in the range of a few MeV. These energies
high enough to make screening of the nucleus by atom
electrons ineffective, and they are sufficiently low to cau
only tiny effects due to finite nuclear size.

red
is

FIG. 14. Energy spectra acquired in; 2 hours. Filled circles:
regular measurement of electrons emitted in the decay of8Li and
scattered from the 35 mg/cm2 lead foil surrounding the apparatus
Squares: background measurement with the foil removed and th
target activated by the deuteron beam pulsing according to the r
lar measurement cycle~Fig. 3!. Triangles: ‘‘no beam’’
measurement—room and cosmic background. Stars: accidenta
incidences acquired in the same conditions as for regular meas
ments.
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942 53J. SROMICKIet al.
Two independent simulations, based on different a
proaches have been developed by subgroups of our colla
ration at the ETH Zu¨rich and at the University of Wisconsin.
In one simulation numerical integration was used, while th
other was based on a Monte Carlo technique.

The most important calculated quantities were the effe
tive cross section̂s& and the analyzing power̂S& of the
polarimeter:7

^s&5
1

HET
Emax

P~E!E
2H/2

H/2 E
V
S ds

dV D
M

~E,u!dVdhdE,

^S&5
1

^s&HET
Emax

P~E!

3E
2H/2

H/2 E
V
S ds

dV D
M

~E,u!SM~E,u!cosfdVdhdE.

Here T denotes the low energy threshold for electrons a
cepted in the data analysis,P(E) is the 8Li b decay spec-
trum with its integral over the energyE normalized to unity,
andH is the height of the scattering foil. The scattering ang
with respect to the axis defined by the momentum of t
electron impinging on the foil isu, andf is the angle be-
tween the component of the transverse polarization~in the
median plane! and the normal to the scattering plane of th
electrons. The Mott cross section and analyzing power a
denoted byds/dV)M(E,u) andSM(E,u), respectively, and
the integralsdV,dh run over the ‘‘geometry’’ of the appara-
tus. The acceptance anglesu of our polarimeter are 124°,u
,161°.

We note that no great accuracy in the calculations of t
effective analyzing power of the apparatus is required f
this experiment. The uncertainty in the calibration of the p
larimeter comes as a multiplicative factor into our final re
sult, as well as into the error, and therefore it does not infl
ence our conclusions concerning presence or absence of
T violation effect. Obviously, in order to use our result as
limit for couplings of exotic interactions or masses of th
exchanged particles, we must ensure that the final error
the experiment is estimated with appropriate precision. Ho
ever here, according to general rules@2#, a 10% accuracy in
the analyzing power of the polarimeter is adequate.8

7Angular and energy dependent Mott analyzing power is wide
known as ‘‘Sherman function,’’ particularly in atomic physics ap
plications. Therefore we use the abbreviationS for the Mott ana-
lyzing power, to avoid conflicts with theb decay asymmetry pa-
rameterA.
8An elegant method to obtain the effective analyzing power of o

system would use the transverse component of the electron po
ization arising due to the time reversal conservingN correlation
@50#. In such a calibration experiment one could use the same
paratus as in regular measurements of theR coefficient and, in
principle, no reliance on the results of the simulation would b
necessary. This experiment would take care of averaging over
finite size of the detectors, the depolarization effects in the analy
foil, etc. However, this method is impractical. The expected val
of the N correlation parameter for the8Li decay is only
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The procedure for the calculation of the Mott scatteri
from the Dirac equation, though tedious, is well establish
@57#. The formalism belongs to the classics of scatter
theory. Details of our calculations may be found in Ref.@58#,
which also contains the very first results of this experime
There is no doubt that the values of the Mott analyzi
power can be calculated with a precision of a few %. T
was tested by comparing the results obtained with our
independent programs to the abundant analytical data@57#.
The agreement is on the level of 3%. We compared also
results of our calculations to the absolute values of the a
lyzing powersmeasuredin double scattering experiments
The highest reported energies for such measurements
0.204 MeV and 0.261 MeV. Once again an agreem
;3% has been found between the calculated and meas
analyzing powers at 105°. Additionally, cross sections g
erated by the program were compared to the measured va
@59# exhibiting slightly less good agreement (; 15%!, which
could be attributed mostly to normalization errors. The a
lyzing power of the apparatus, averaged over the energ
the scattered electrons and not including depolarization
fects, is20.125.

B. Depolarization effects

Since the dominant contribution to the error of the expe
ment comes from the counting statistics, an increase in
foil thickness could bring an appreciable gain in the ac
racy. However, depolarization effects prevent us from us
thick analyzer foils. Therefore, we asked the following que
tion: what thickness of the foil guarantees the required 1
accuracy in the effective analyzing power?

Estimations of the proper foil thickness were done ind
pendently with the two simulations discussed above. In o
of the programs we applied the analytic procedure for
depolarization@60# that has been tested in the experimen
the other approach was once again a Monte Carlo~MC!
simulation. We verified the accuracy of the multiple scatt
ing correction by MC calculations for the precise measu
ments of the asymmetry in the scattering of polarized el
trons from Au foils. At 0.616 MeV and a 2.21 mg/cm2 thick
foil, that provides a multiple scattering angular distributio
similar to our experiment, Brosiet al. @61# measured an
asymmetry of 0.19560.003. The MC simulation gives
0.186. For nine measurements with Au foil thicknesses
tween 0.44 and 6.27 mg/cm2, corresponding to measure
asymmetries between 0.304 and 0.093, we obtain very g
agreement: the ratio of the MC generated to the measu
asymmetries amounts to 1.0260.05. These tests of the ca
culations were reported elsewhere@48#. In later data taking
periods we performed a further test by comparing our m
surements to the generated electron spectrum altered b
multiple scattering processes. The effects of multiple a
plural scattering were increased by using 175 mg/cm2 foils,
much thicker than the 35 mg/cm2 used in the measuremen
of theR correlation. The simulated spectra account for 95
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;331022. It would require much more beam time than used in
our measurements performed up to now to calibrate the polarim
with a 10% statistical accuracy by using theN correlation.
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of the measured events with an electron energy above
MeV, and the energy dependence of the correction is w
reproduced by the calculations, even for the very thick fo
~Fig. 15!.

Recently, we have performed a measurement of the a
lyzing power and depolarization effects in thick scatterin
targets using a polarized electron beam from the Mainz M
crotron ~MAMI !. The results obtained at 14 MeV@62# were
scaled to lower energies, showing once again very go
agreement with our earlier estimations. The experiment
MAMI is a separate project, still in progress; the final resul
will be published elsewhere after its completion. We co
clude that the multiple scattering corrections are known
the required precision.

The energy dependence of the analyzing power for o
polarimeter with and without multiple scattering~MS! cor-
rections is shown in Fig. 16. Very good agreement of th
results for the two calculations was obtained in the region
interest, above 4 MeV. At low energies the uncertainties a
sociated with multiple scattering grow rapidly, and in fac
both calculations become unreliable for electron energies
low 1.5 MeV.

In conclusion, the average analyzing power of the pola
imeter for electrons with energies higher than 4 MeV
20.100, if multiple scattering effects are included. After ex
perimental tests of our calculations, in particular these at t
accelerator with a polarized electron beam, we consider
justified to lower the systematic uncertainty associated w
the depolarization of the electrons in the analyzer foil fro
10% quoted in Ref.@48# to 7–8 %.

Estimations based on the theory which describes depo
ization of the electrons followingb decay in thin radioactive
sources@63# show that the effects of small angle multiple
scattering in thef 5 mm Li target are less than 0.2%. Larg
angle plural scattering, that has contributed to the depol

FIG. 15. Energy spectrum of electrons scattered from the
mg/cm2 ~filled circles! and 175 mg/cm2 ~open squares! lead foils.
All background events were subtracted. The arrow shows the po
tion of the hardware discriminators. The Monte Carlo prediction
are shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The dotted
shows a calculation without multiple scattering corrections. The i
set shows the energy resolution of the detectors.
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ization in the Pb foils, is entirely negligible in this case due
to the much lower charge of Li. Similarly, the depolarization
in the Kapton windows and in the air between the8Li source
and the scatterer is also negligible.

C. Systematic effects

Since the effective analyzing power of the polarimete
amounts to20.10 and the polarization of the8Li source is
;0.12, a statistical error of;1025 in the asymmetry is
needed to achieve an error in theR coefficient ;1023.
Therefore, systematic effects must be mastered at the level
few times 1026 in the measured asymmetry.

A number of systematic effects were considered. Beside
depolarization, which was already discussed, they includ
nonuniform illumination of the scattering foil, misalignment
of the spin direction, gain shifts of the photomultipliers,
background radiation, accidental coincidences, etc. Corre
tions or limits for disturbing effects were obtained in addi-
tional measurements. All corrections with uncertainties de
termined by counting statistics in the auxiliary measuremen
will be discussed in Sec. V, where numerical values of a

35

si-
s
line
n-

FIG. 16. Upper part: energy dependence of the analyzing pow
of our polarimeter; lower part: effective analyzing power~energy
averaged! as a function of the energy threshold for electrons ac
cepted in the analysis. Dashed lines: without multiple scatterin
corrections; solid lines: multiple scattering corrections included. Es
timated uncertainties are shown as shaded areas. The arrows in
cate energy threshold actually used in the analysis.
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944 53J. SROMICKIet al.
contributions will also be presented.
By far the most interesting effect of a nonstatistical natu

is associated with the nonuniform illumination of the scatte
ing foil. The effect arises from a combination of the parit
violating b decay asymmetry and geometric extensions
the apparatus, in particular the scattering foil. Figure
shows the abbreviations used in the discussion below.

The intensity distributionN for electrons impinging at the
height h on the scattering foil above~positive h! or below
~negativeh! the median plane is given by

NS a5
h

r D;11JAcosu'11JAa,

whereu is the polar angle with respect to the nuclear sp
axis,a is the corresponding angle measured from the med
plane (a5p/22u), r is the radius of the foil,J is the po-
larization of the target, andA the decay asymmetry param
eter. Electrons impinging on the scattering foil above t
median plane are obviously closer to the upper (u) than to
the lower (d) ring detectors. Therefore, even in the case o
perfect alignment of the detectors, the twou,d telescopes
have different acceptances ifhÞ0. Expanding the product of
the effective cross section and solid anglesV to second
order in the small parametera5h/r , we obtain

~sV!d
u5~s0V0!F16a

1

~s0V0!

]

]a
~sV!u0

1a2
1

2~s0V0!

]2

]a2 ~sV!u01O~a3!G ,
where the derivatives are taken ata50. The rate measured
in each detector is proportional to the integral of the produ
N(sV) over the height of the scattering foil. Forming th
asymmetry« we obtain

«5
@*N~sV!u2*N~sV!d#da

@*N~sV!u1*N~sV!d#da
5
1

3
a0
2~JA!r1O~a0

4!,

wherea0 is the limiting angle of the foil, andr is the slope
parameter. Since in our experimenta0'0.05 radians, higher
order terms contribute at the 1023 level of the leading term,
and may be safely neglected~the correction from the leading
term is in the order of the final error bar of the experimen!.

FIG. 17. Definition of symbols used in the derivation of th
correction due to nonuniform illumination of the scattering foil. Th
figure shows a vertical cut through the experimental arrangeme
re
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The productJA was continuously measured with the two
polarization monitorsM mounted atu'45°. The parameter
r,

r5
1

~a0V0!

]

]a
~sV!u0 ,

was determined in auxiliary measurements using a narrow~1
cm! scattering foil. The foil was displaced from the media
plane, and the rate was measured as a function of the an
a. This rate, normalized to the rate observed with the foil
the median plane, provides the slope parameterr ~Fig. 18!.
We measuredr52.860.4, while our simulations predicted
r52.660.1.

Since the intensityN changes in step with the reversal o
the target polarization, the false asymmetry caused by t
spurious effect also changes its sign, and therefore simula
a nonzero time reversal coefficientR. The only means to
diminish the undesired effect due tob decay asymmetry is to
reduce the acceptance anglea0 by using a narrower analyzer
foil ~Fig. 18!. However, this can be done only at the expens
of the rate of ‘‘good’’ events, since we do not wish to in
crease simultaneously the thickness of the foil due to t
growing importance of the depolarization factor.

In contrast to theb decay asymmetry, geometrical imper
fections in the positioning or shapes of the detectors a
scattering foil stay the same when the target polarization
reversed, and therefore their effects cancel when the s
averaging of the measured asymmetry is performed~e.g., by
the well known ‘‘double ratio’’ method!. For example, easy
to achieve accuracy of few mm in the positioning of th
scattering foil is satisfactory at the present accuracy of t
experiment.

The finite extension of the8Li source ~1.5 mm32 mm
36 mm! is negligible in this experiment. Other geometri
effects, e.g., due to misalignment of the symmetry axis of t
apparatus and the spin axis of8Li nuclei are strongly sup-
pressed. Consider for example a typical misalignment an
of z;1°. This may produce transverse components of t
polarization in the median plane of the polarimeter via th
time reversal conservingN correlation@50#. These compo-
nents will reverse in step with the polarization of the sourc
and, in principle, they may lead to a spurious effect. How
ever, a transverse polarizationpN due toN correlation is
small for relativistic electrons. For8Li decay, at energies
greater than 4 MeV,pN;331022 @50#. Only the projection
of this polarization (;pNsinz) onto the plane of the scatter-
ing foil may produce a systematic effect. The largest mod
lation of this projection appears for two regions on the fo
that lie in the direction perpendicular to the plane defined
the two misaligned axes. Finally, the anticipated false asy
metry has opposite signs for the two considered regions
the foil. Therefore, for an axially symmetric apparatus th
resulting effect is zero. Detailed calculations show that th
suppression factor due to the symmetry of our polarimeter
about 0.1. Therefore, we can set a limit of;531025 for the
false contribution to theR correlation from the misalignment
of the axes. This limit is lower by two orders of magnitud
than the present accuracy of the experiment, and theref
such effects are entirely negligible.
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V. DATA ANALYSIS

A. General concept

Neglecting instrumental effects, the expected rateswd
u in

the up (u) and down (d) detectors, placed at the same ang
and measuring scattered electrons with the polarizationsW ,
are

wd
u5w0@11S~sW nW d

u!#.

HereS is the analyzing power of the scattering process a
nW d
u5(vW 3vW d

u)/uvW 3vW d
uu are the unit vectors perpendicular

the scattering plane that is defined by the velocities of
incident and scattered electronsvW , vW d

u , respectively.
The transverse, time reversal violating component of

polarizationsW T is proportional to the polarization of the de
caying nucleusJW :

sW T5RS JW3
vW

c
D .

This relation defines the correlation coefficientR which is
the goal of our measurement. The (v/c) velocity dependence
of sW T , expected from theory~Sec. III!, is explicitly singled
out. In our case, for electrons with energies greater tha
MeV, 1.v/c.0.994, and the velocity factor can be n
glected. SincesW T changes sign with the reversal of th
nuclear polarization, we combine the last two formulas
electrons emitted at right angles to the nuclear spin axi
obtain

wd
u5w0@17SRJ#,

where J is a positive~negative! number when the nuclea
polarization vector points up~down!. Defining the ‘‘double
ratio’’

r R5Aw1
u wd

2

w2
u wd

1

FIG. 18. Left side: rate measured by the polarimeter detector
a function of the position of the auxiliary, 1 cm narrow scatteri
foil. Right side: asymmetry in the rate, which provides the slo
parameterr discussed in the text. In the course of the experim
we reduced the height of the main analyzer foil~shaded range! in
order to reduce the disturbing effect.
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for the two detectorsu, d and the two polarization states
1,2 of the target, we obtain the asymmetry9

«R5
r R21

r R11
52SRuJu.

The nuclear polarizationJ is obtained from the analysis of
the data provided by the monitor (M ) detectors. The analo-
gous relation for monitors is

«M5
r M21

r M11
5AuJucosu,

whereu is the polar angle of the monitor detectors andA is
theb decay asymmetry parameter.

9The advantages of this procedure are well known and were
peatedly discussed, therefore here we only recall that detector e
ciencies, solid angles, and activity normalization cancel in the ra
r R .
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FIG. 19. Raw data. Right side: electron energy vs decay tim
~0.2 MeV 3 33 ms bins!. Upper part: scattering foil in place;
middle part: foil removed; lower part: accidental coincidences wi
the foil in place. Left side: projections on the time axis. Note
significant excess of events in the first time channel and differe
scales in the three panels. Corresponding projections on the en
axis are shown in Fig. 14.
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TABLE II. Important experimental parameters for various data collection periods.

Run period I II III IV

Apparatus Quarter Half Complete Complete
Angular coverage 25% 50% 85% 85%
Detectors D,E d,D,E d,D,E d,D,E

Deuteron beam~nA! 250 400 300 30021500
8Li polarization 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.11

Scattering foil~mg/cm2) 27 35 35 35
Scattering foil height~cm! 8 7 6 5

Analysis threshold~MeV! 3 4 4 4
Signal/background 10 14 14 12
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For extended detectors counting electrons in a broad
gular and energy range, an effective analyzing power^S&
must be used~Sec. IV! as well as the time average of th
nuclear polarization over the counting interval.

The formulas discussed are exact only in the absenc
the disturbing effects due to background radiation, accide
coincidences, etc. These effects do not exhibit the same
pendence on the energy and time elapsed after the activa
of the target as the rates of the electrons scattered from
analyzer foil. Our experiment provided detailed data on th
dependences. This enables a number of statistical analy
which are sensitive to various potential sources of errors
the experiment.

B. Data characteristics

Data for the analysis of theR correlation in the8Li decay
were acquired in four data collection periods extending o
three years. Table II shows the values of the most import
parameters for these measurements.

Documentation of the development of the experime
may be found in conference proceedings@64#. The results of
the first two data taking periods, obtained with incomple
apparatus, were published in Ref.@48#. We will focus here on
the last two series of measurements that have provided
bulk of collected data (;90%!.

C. Analysis procedures

Most of the data were accumulated in runs of 2 ho
duration. One quarter of the collection time was devoted
measurements with the regular irradiation pattern, but w
the scattering foil removed. These measurements prov
data on the intensity and asymmetry of the background
diation that affected each of the telescopes. Figure 19 sh
raw data for typical runs with the scattering foil in place, fo
removed, and for a measurement of the accidental coi
dences.

The general procedure was to calculate separately un
rectedR coefficients for foil-in measurements andR coeffi-
cients for disturbing effects, and to subtract fake contrib
tions using weights defined by the measured intensities. T
an-
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procedure was applied for five distinct classifications of t
data into subsets, that resulted in a vastly different numbe
degrees of freedom in the statistical analyses. It was chec
that the same results were obtained by applying correcti
on the level of asymmetries instead ofR values.

In the five analyses all the accumulated data were us
We applied the same criteria for the data selection as in
previous investigation@48#. Only electrons impinging on the
scattering foil with energies higher than 4 MeV were cons
ered, to avoid depolarization effects.10 The first time channel
~33 ms! after activation of the target was always disregarde
We have observed a significant excess of events in this s
time interval, particularly for the foil-out data and accident
coincidences~Fig. 19!. A part of this excess may contain
events associated with the tail of the beam not yet co
pletely deflected at the ion source and accelerated to the
get,or with short living activities. In addition, in the very firs
time channels, the photomultipliers and their electron
have not yet reached a steady state, recovering from a fl
of light produced in the scintillators by neutrons andg rays
that have penetrated the passive shields during the activa
of the target. Due to the unfavorable background conditio
the statistical impact of the data collected in the first tim
channel is reduced to; 1% of the final error, and therefore
these data were not analyzed.

We describe here details of the different data analy
with a discussion of their advantages and shortcomings.

~1! Cumulative analysis. The simplest treatment of t
data. All foil-in ~signal! and foil-out ~background! data for
ring detectors, as well as for polarization monitors and be
integrators, were added into cumulative files. Counts w
then integrated above the energy and time thresholds.
average value20.100 of the analyzing power weighted b
the energy spectrum of the scattered electrons~Fig. 16, lower
part!, and an average polarization of the8Li target, varying
from run to run between 0.1020.12~Table II!, were used.R

10The analysis threshold of 3 MeV that was used for the first d
collection run was raised to 4 MeV as a consequence of increa
the thickness of the foil from 27 mg/cm2 to 35 mg/cm2 ~Table II!.
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coefficients were calculated for the four pairs of the cor
sponding up/down detectors. The background radiation
assumed to be constant for each detector during the w
data collection period. A distinction between detectors
made, since they operate under slightly different backgro
conditions ~particularly parts of the apparatus upstream
downstream of the target!. Four statistically independen
R-coefficient measurements~four pairs of detectors! yielding
the finalR value were obtained.

~2! Energy dependence. No detectable energy depend
of theR coefficient is expected from the theory, therefore o
motivation was rather to check the consistency of the d
than to search for a real effect. The data were combined a
the analysis~1!; however, 1 MeV broad energy slices we
analyzed separately. The analyzing power was no lon
constant, varying according to the upper part of Fig. 16. T
final value ofR is obtained by averaging 28 data points~4
pairs of detectors and 7 energy bins!.

~3! Energy and time dependence.R coefficients were cal-
culated on an energy3time grid formed in the cumulated
files. The detailed energy dependence of the analyzing po
~Fig. 16! as well as the decrease of the target polarization
to spin relaxation phenomena~Fig. 5! were taken into ac-
count. In this analysis, we encountered the problem of
culating asymmetries from a small number of counts: fo
fine grid (;200 keV333 ms!, the content of channels co
responding to electrons with high energies (; 10 MeV! that
were emitted at the end of the measuring interval beco
very small ~upper right corner of Fig. 19!. Therefore, we
rejected data corresponding to channels where at least
bin N1

u ,N2
u ,Nd

1, or Nd
2 was zero.11 For example, in the

analysis of the third measuring period, we obtain in this w
5538 rawR coefficients. Since the positions of the chann
with zero content for foil-in and foil-out data do not alway
match, the number of data points after applying correcti
was reduced further to 5526~apparent difference inNDF en-
tries in Table III!. The large number ofR coefficients ob-
tained in this procedure allows for testing details of th
distribution. An excess of the data with unexpectedly la
deviations from the mean might suggest a systematic ef
in the experiment.

~4! Slowly varying backgrounds. The assumption of
background stable over the whole data collection period
abandoned. In contrast to analysis~3!, where all the data
were added, here only 3 consecutive raw data files~6 hours!
were cumulated and combined with the following bac
ground measurement. The time dependence of the b
ground corrections could be studied, and once again runa
data points could be detected. The problem of small num
of counts in certain channels is more acute here than
analysis~3! and it leads to the reduction of the 38383 da
points to 37790 that are left after applying corrections.

11These details are discussed, since losses of data might be a
source of discrepancies between the results obtained from va
analyses. The effects are bigger than intuitively expected: 1%
ferences in the data sample may lead to inconsistencies in the
results as large as;10% of the error bar. This is therefore the lev
of agreement to be expected between the results of different pr
dures.
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In the analyses~1!–~4! we have restored the one-to-on
correspondence between the signal and the background
by adding foil-in data into cumulative files. In this way cor
relations between the corrected results were avoided and
tistically independent values for the correctedR coefficients
were obtained in each case. Standard rules for calculations
the averages and the errors could then be used in the pro
dures described above.

~5! File by file analysis. Obviously a natural choice. W
note that subtraction of acommonbackground from few
~usually 3! consecutive data files introducescorrelations
between the results. Although in this experiment such cor
lations are rather weak~low intensity of the background! and
they therefore should not influence strongly the final resu
some care must be exercised in a proper calculation ofthe
errors. To avoid the problems discussed above with th
rejection of some data, this analysis was performed with t
energy3time integrated spectra~108 correlatedR measure-
ments!.

The procedures discussed here provideR-coefficient data
that contribute to the final result, with vastly varying erro
bars (;0.01–1.0! and number of degrees of freedom. Apply
ing tests of statistical consistency, we checked therefore
each case thex2/NDF values as well as the correspondin
confidence levels~Table III!.

D. Corrections

1. Decay associated background

At first, the correction with the largest uncertainty
(;1/2 of the final error bar! will be discussed.

The fraction of events that do not originate from electron
scattered by the analyzer foil is;0.07. This background
radiation was inspected periodically by removing the scatte
ing foil. As a rule one background measurement followe
three runs with the foil in place.

For data analyses~1!–~4! we define

R5Rr1Rc,

whereR is the result corrected for the disturbing effect,Rr is
the raw value,Rc is the correction due to background radia
tion. We express the asymmetry corresponding to scatter
from the analyzer foil by the measured foil-in and foil-ou
events:12

R5
1

JrS

N12N2

N11N2
5

1

JrS

~N1
r 2N1

b !2~N2
r 2N2

b !

~N1
r 2Nr

b!1~N2
r 2N2

b !

5
Rr2~Jb/Jr !IRb

12I
.

Here,N denotes integrated counts for a given subgroup
data@e.g., each element of the fine grid in the analysis~3!#,
the indices1 and2 define the polarization state of the tar
get, and the superscriptsr ,b refer to the ‘‘raw’’ ~foil-in ! and
background~foil-out! data, respectively. The polarization o

main
rious
dif-
final
el
oce-12For simplicity, a single detector spin1/2 asymmetry is con-

sidered; the detector index is suppressed.
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TABLE III. The results for series III of measurements, obtained with the five procedures discussed
text. All R values and corresponding errors are in units of 1024. The results of statistical tests are attache

Analysis 1 2 3 4 5

Raw data 2123671 2125669 2130670 2131670 2128670

NDF 3 27 5537 38382 107
x2/NDF 1.75 1.30 1.00 1.02 1.07
Confidence level 0.15 0.14 0.47 0.01 0.31

After decay background 274682 274682 274683 272683 287681
subtraction
NDF 3 27 5525 37789 107
x2/NDF 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.98
Confidence level 0.40 0.47 0.64 1.00 0.55
rs

A

ta
in

e-
of
the target is denoted byJ and the analyzing power of the
polarimeter byS. The intensity ratioI is defined as

I5~N1
b 1N2

b !/~N1
r 1N2

r !.

Using the formulas above we obtain the value of the bac
groundcorrection:

Rc5
I

12I SRr2
Jb

Jr
RbD .

As expected, the corrections are small when the backgro
intensity is low and when the raw and backgroundR coeffi-
cientsRr , Rb have similar values.

In the derivation above we have assumed tacitly that t
activity of the target is the same for the raw and backgrou
data. In the data evaluation, the countsN1

r , N1
b , . . . were

normalized to the measured integral of the deuteron curr
impinging on the target during the activation phase. Als
more precise estimates of theRr andRc were used that com-
bine two corresponding up and down (u,d) detectors via the
ratios r r and r c ~‘‘double ratio,’’ Sec. V A!. We obtain im-
mediately the errorDR of the correctedR coefficient

DR5
1

12I
A~DRr !21I 2~Jb/Jr !2~DRb!2,

with

DRr ,b5
1

Jr ,bS

r r ,b

~11r r ,b!2A (
j5d,2
i5u,1

1

Nj
ir ,b.

The errors in the intensity ratio,I , and in the polarization of
the targetJ, turned out to be negligible due to very hig
counting statistics.

The approach used in procedure~5! is different. Here, we
subtractthe samebackground contributionRb from Rr val-
ues obtained for a few consecutive raw data files. Con
quently, the correctedR coefficients are no more statistically
independent. Typical values for the elements of the corre
k-
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tion matrixC @65# of the (correlated) results obtained after
corrections of three consecutive raw data runs of 2 hou
duration are

C5S 1.000 0.067 0.064

0.067 1.000 0.061

0.064 0.061 1.000
D .

With the aid of the weight matrixG5(gi j ), which is the
inverse of the covariance matrix@65#, an estimatorR of the
expectation value of theR coefficient is determined by find-
ing the maximum of the logarithm of the likelihood function
L:

lnL5const1(
i , j

F2
1

2
~Ri2R!gi j ~Rj2R!G ,

where the sums run over all corrected measurements.
maximum of the likelihood is obtained for

R5(
i , j

gi j
1

2
~Ri1Rj ! Y(

i , j
gi j .

Additionally, we find that the errorDR ~at 68% C.L.! is
given by

DR51YA(
i , j

gi j

and that the quantity

x25(
i , j

~Ri2R!gi j ~Rj2R!

plays the role of the conventionalx2 that describes statistical
consistency of the data set.

As an example, the results of the five analyses of the da
acquired in series III of the measurements are presented
Table III. The foil-in R coefficients and the resultsa f ter
applying background correction are shown. Very good agre
ment between the corrected results for the five procedures
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the data analysis is observed. Consistency of the results
tested for all the procedures used in the data analysis
applying standard statistical tests. In Table III the values
x2/NDF and corresponding confidence levels are attached
the raw and corrected data. In all cases the statistical con
tency of the data is significantly improveda f ter applying
the corrections with the resultingx2/NDF very close to one
and high confidence levels.

The measured asymmetries, corresponding to the
R-coefficient contributions shown in Table III, provide
somewhat better taste of the precision of the experiment. T
weighted mean of all foil-in and foil-out asymmetries wa
(21568)31025 and (270650)31025, respectively. Al-
though the latter error is by a factor of 6 larger than th
former, the effective contribution of the background to th
final uncertainty of the experiment is greatly reduced due
its low intensityI . The suppression factor isI /(12I ), which
results in our case in only half of the raw data error. Th
contribution, added in quadrature with the error of the foil-
data~statistical independence!, increases the final error of the
experiment only by 20%.

We note that the subtraction of the cosmic radiation a
room background, that contribute at the level of;0.001 of
the events associated with the scattering from the analy
foil, is included in the foil-out correction.

The background contribution has definitely the largestun-
certainty of all applied corrections in this experiment
However, we stress that this uncertainty is determined sol
by counting statistics in the measurements of the backgrou
radiation. In fact, the sequence 3/1 for the foil-in/foil-ou
measurements was chosen on the basis of pure statis
arguments to minimize the final error of the experiment.

2. b decay asymmetry

The false effect due to parity violation inb decay de-
serves truly the name ‘‘systematic’’: in contrast to the effec
considered up to now, the correction and its uncertainty w
not decrease with better statistics.

The discussion in Sec. IV C shows that the false effe
grows rapidly with increasing acceptance angle of the a
lyzer foil. Therefore the width of the foil was decreased fro
8 to 5 cm with increasing precision of the experiments~Table
II !, to reduce the value of this correction.

For each data taking run, we performed auxiliary me
surements to determine the slope parameterr ~Sec. IV C!. In
these measurements a 1 cmwide scattering foil was dis-

TABLE IV. Raw R-correlation data~in 1023) and thevaluesof
corrections with their errors for all runs.

Run I II III IV

Raw data 12634 9612 21367 2864
Decay background 239626 2136 8 664 062
Gain shifts 216 3 216 2 2161 2161
Accidentals 276 8 216 2 262 161
b asymmetry 116 5 136 2 1061 661

The result 224644 7615 468 2265
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placed from the median plane and the rate was measured
function of the positionh of the foil ~Fig. 17!. The up/down
asymmetry in the rate, normalized to the rate observed w
the foil placed in the median plane of the apparatus, provid
the slope parameterr52.86 0.4 that was used for the cal-
culation of the false contributionR5JAa0

2r/3. The uncer-
tainty quoted for this effect~Table IV! reflects the reproduc-
ibility of the measurements of ther parameter in various
data collection runs.

3. Small corrections and uncertainties

Gain shi f t. Before subtracting the foil-out background
we applied corrections due to the gain shift of the photomu
tipliers. The 4 MeV analysis threshold is placed in the co
tinuum of the energy spectrum~Fig. 14, Fig. 19!, therefore
gain variations of the detectorsin phasewith the polariza-
tion reversal are a potential source of a false asymmetry. T
amplification of the detection system was monitored wi
light emitting diodes~LED!, which fired well defined light
pulses into the scintillators every millisecond during the 1
long counting intervals. The energy spectra of the diod
were recorded for eachE detector, in every 33 ms window
following the target activation, and for1/2 spin states of
the target separately. The centroids of the LED peaks
measured with great precision. Their positions were used
calculate the gain corrections. The observed larger amp
cations,;5%, at the beginning of the counting interval dro
by a factor of 2~Fig. 20! after;100 ms.

Gain variations with their characteristic recovery time re
flect sensitivities of the photomultipliers and the associat
electronics to the total rate acquired during activation of t
target. The observed rates were different by less than 1
Therefore, amplification changes are very similar for the tw
polarization states of the8Li source. The ratio of the ampli-
fications for 1 and 2 spin state is on the level
1.00060.001 for any time window after activation and fo
all the detectors used in our study. As a consequence, g
shift contributions to the asymmetries are strongly su
pressed.

Gain correction was done file by file by fine adjustment
the lower integration limit in the energy3time spectra for
each detector, spin state, and time channel separately. F

FIG. 20. Left: two dimensional spectrum of the light emittin
diodes. Right: gain variation calculated from the centroids of LED
spectra for the1/2 spin states of the target~circles/triangles! as a
function of time elapsed after activation. Gain is normalized to 1
the end of the counting interval. Note expanded scale and virtua
the same gain variations for the two spin states.
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tional contents of the channel corresponding to the 4 M
energy threshold were used in the calculation. The resul
average correction to theR coefficient due to gain shifts is
2(161)31023. The error is calculated from the dispersio
of all gain corrections.

Accidental coincidences. One of the reasons to us
triple detector telescopes was suppression of random ev
They were measured by inserting delay lines before form
fast coincidences for each telescope. The measurements
performed with the scattering foil in place and the foil r
moved. The intensity of accidentals was only;0.0007 of the
foil scattered events~Fig. 14, Fig. 19!. For example, in the
III run the asymmetries of the accidental coincidences, av
aged over all detectors, were20.0560.02 ~foil in ! and
20.0360.03 ~foil out!. These numbers might indicate a
asymmetry that is consistent with the valu
20.02960.001, measured by the target polarization mo
tors. We hypothesize therefore that accidental coinciden
are caused by radiation uncorrelated in time, which p
etrates through the passive shielding intod, D, andE detec-
tors.

Accidental coincidences were subtracted in the sa
manner as the background radiation discussed in Sec. V

FIG. 21. Upper part: energy dependence of theR coefficient
determined in this experiment. Lower part: dependence of the re
on the threshold assumed in the data analysis~run IV with the
highest statistics!. Note that the data points in the lower figure a
not statistically independent.
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Only integrated effects were evaluated since in most chan
nels of the fine time3energy grid no counts were observed.
Attention was paid to avoid double subtraction, since a grea
part of the random events was already taken into account i
the foil-out corrections. Therefore, the effects associated with
the foil-in accidentals were added, and the foil-out correc-
tions were subtracted. The error of the accidental coinci
dences is once again determined by counting statistics.

Electronic e f f ects. The electronics used in this experi-
ment was set up to reduce spurious asymmetries due to de
time and pile up effects to a level negligible compared with
the uncertainty of the raw data. False effects from dead tim
of the analog-to-digital converters~ADC! were eliminated by
gating all ADC’s with mixed pulses from all the detectors
~common gate principle!. This equalizes the dead time cor-
rection factors for corresponding up and down detectors
Consequently, the ‘‘double ratio’’~Sec. V A! that was used to
calculate asymmetries is not influenced by dead time losse
The estimated losses in fast discriminators due to pile up o
the incoming pulses could result in asymmetries that are tw
orders of magnitude lower than the statistical uncertainty o
the final result.

VI. RESULTS

A. Final data and tests

The final results for all the runs are shown in Table IV.
We have checked that the various methods of data analys
lead to results that are consistent at the level of;1/10 of the
final error bar~Table III!. The dominant contribution to the
final error of the experiment comes from the counting statis
tics in the measurements with the scattering foil in place and
the foil removed~Table III, Table IV!.

An energy measurement in this experiment was conceive
to examine the energy dependence of theR coefficient. The
motivation here was not to detect an effect~first of all one
would expect a nonzeroaverage Rcorrelation!, but rather
to check the consistency of the results. In fact, no such de
pendence is seen and our result is also stable as a function
the threshold assumed in the analysis~Fig. 21!.

We have examined the distributions of the corrected re
sults for the analysis procedures with a large number of de
grees of freedom. Since the errorsDRi of the independent

sult

re

FIG. 22. Distribution of the deviations of theRi coefficients
from their meanR, normalized to the errorsDRi . Left: analysis~3!;
right: analysis~4!. Solid lines show Gaussian distributions with unit
variance, centered at the origin.
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R-coefficientsRi that contribute to the mean valueR are
vastly different, a standardized random variab
(Ri2R)/DRi was investigated. This variable should have
normal distribution with a central value at zero and a sta
dard deviation equal to one. Figure 22 shows the excelle
agreement of the data with these expectations.

Beside positive results of the statistical tests we also ha
more direct evidence that the corrections were calcula
with sufficient precision. At the beginning of the run III we
realized that the raw data for the new mounted detect
exhibited an unexpectedly large asymmetry that was clea
incompatible with all our previous results. The cause w
imperfect shielding of the light guides for theD counters in
the new segments of the apparatus. A lightguide area of o
few cm2 was exposed to the electrons emitted directly fro
the 8Li source. It turned out that the Cerenkov light pro
duced in the thick part of the lightguides strongly increas
the intensity and the asymmetry of the foil-out backgroun
and the level of the accidental coincidences. After inserti
of additional shielding the raw data from the new detecto
did not exhibit any anomaly.

Without shields, we observed an;7 standard deviation
signal simulating time reversal violation in the foil-in data
However, after applying our standard procedures, the c
rected results are consistent with all the other data~Fig. 23!.
From this agreement we conclude therefore that the ove
corrections in this experiment are calculated with requir
precision.

Some apparent inconsistency~Table IV! in the back-
ground correction for different runs requires a brief com
ment. Variations in the value of this correction are not su
prising, since the detectors in the following runs operated
different background conditions~one quarter, one half, and
the whole apparatus assembled!. Obviously, this correction is

FIG. 23. R coefficients for runs III and IV, obtained from raw
data~open symbols! and after applying all corrections~filled sym-
bols!. The detector pairs are indicated. Dots: well shielded dete
tors, low background conditions. Squares: data taken with hi
background due to incomplete shielding of new detectors instal
at the beginning of the run III~pairs 5/6 and 7/8, Fig. 10!. Note the
decrease of the corrections for the pairs 5/6 and 7/8 after insert
additional shielding during the run III and consistency of all co
rected data with the final result of this experiment~solid line!.
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particularly sensitive to the configuration of the shielding o
the detectors, which was greatly altered from run to run.

Although the correction due tob decay asymmetry is the
largest one, it is known so precisely that itsuncertainty is
almost negligible. One notes that the effect due tob decay
asymmetry for the first data collection run is somewh
smaller, in spite of using the widest~8 cm! analyzer foil. This
is due to a different positioning of the detectors in the pr
totype apparatus than in the following runs, and a;10%
larger distance between the8Li source and the lead foil.
After analysis of the first data we concluded that the effec
due tob decay asymmetry can be measured quite precise
We allowed therefore slightly larger values for this correc
tion by redesigning the apparatus. These alterations increa
the statistical sensitivity of the experiment. The fakeb asym-
metry effect scales correctly with the height of the scatterin
foil in the last three runs.

B. Result for R parameter

By averaging all the acquired data we obtain the value
the triple correlation coefficientR between the nuclear spin
JW , the momentum of the electronpW , and the spinsW of the
electron emitted in8Li decay:

R5~20.264.0!31023.

This is the most precise determination of the transverse p
larization of leptons emitted in weak decays.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Formalism

In general, theR correlation for the mixed Fermi/Gamow-
Teller transition bears information on the combination of th
strengths of time reversal violating parts of the weakscalar
and tensor interaction. For transitions between nuclear lev
els with the same spinI and parityp ~all cases considered in
this section!, the explicit expression for theR parameter is
@50#

Rj5RFSIj1uMGTu2
1

I11
2 Im~CTCA8*1CT8CA* !

1MFMGTA I

I11
2 Im~CSCA8*1CS8CA*

2CVCT8*2CV8CT* !,

with

j5uMFu2~ uCSu21uCVu2u1uCS8u
21uCV8 u2!

1uMGTu2~ uCTu21uCAu2u1uCT8 u21uCA8 u2!.

The contributionRFSI, due to the electromagnetic interaction
of the electron in the final state with a point nucleus, has t
form @50#

c-
gh
led

ing
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R FSIj52
aZm

p F uMGTu2
1

I11
2 Re~CTCT8*2CACA8* !

1MFMGTA I

I11
2 Re~CSCT8*1CS8CT*

2CVCA8*2CV8CA* !G .
Here, the matrix elementsMF , MGT take into account the

structure of the nuclear states involved in the transitio
while the coupling constantsCV , CA, . . . describe effects of
the weak interaction arising from the vector (V), axial vector
(A), scalar (S), and tensor (T) variants of the theory@44#;
a is the fine structure constant andm,p are the electron mass
and momentum, respectively. Fortunately, the proced
used to obtain effective matrix elements ‘‘ . . . presents no
fundamental difficulties for nuclearb-decay experiments
discussed below . . . ’’ @66#.

Recently a new parametrization@66,67# of the b decay
Hamiltonian based on the helicity projection~HP! formalism
has been introduced. In this formalism the handene
(L-left, andR-right! of the initial quark (q) and the charged
lepton l involved in the four fermion point interaction is
explicitly displayed. The expressions for theA,R,D, . . . ob-
servables in the HP form are lengthy, therefore we list on
the relations between the coupling constantsCi , Ci8 and the
HP amplitudesalq

i ( i5V,A,S,T, l5L,R, q5L,R):

CV5gV~aLL
V 1aLR

V 1aRL
V 1aRR

V !,

CV85gV~aLL
V 1aLR

V 2aRL
V 2aRR

V !,

CA52gA~aLL
V 2aLR

V 2aRL
V 1aRR

V !,

CA852gA~aLL
V 2aLR

V 1aRL
V 2aRR

V !,

CS5gS~aLL
S 1aLR

S 1aRL
S 1aRR

S !,

CS852gS~aLL
S 1aLR

S 2aRL
S 2aRR

S !,

CT5 2gT~aLR
T 1aRL

T !,

CT8522gT~aLR
T 2aRL

T !.

The standard model assumes thataLL
V 51 and all other

aql
i amplitudes vanish. The form factorsgi correspond to the
transition from the description of fundamentalb decay pro-
cesses on the level of quarks to nucleons. The values of
vectorgV and axial vectorgA form factors, obtained from the
b decay of a free neutron, are 1 and 1.26, respectively. Si
no such experimental data ongS and gT are available, we
must use theoretical estimates; e.g., the simplest quark mo
or the bag model of a nucleon predictgS.0.5 and
gT.1.4@68#, with estimated uncertainties about 30%.

B. Time reversal symmetry in 8Li decay

The 8Li → 8Be transition occurs between theIp521,
T51 andIp521, T50 levels~Fig. 1!, and due to the iso-
spin,T, selection rule it is dominated by the Gamow-Telle
n,

ure

ss

ly

the

nce

del

r

strength. The likely Fermi admixture is in the order of
uMF /MGTu2;0.001 only@52#. Therefore, contribution from
the Fermi/Gamow-Teller interference term to theR correla-
tion may be safely neglected for the8Li decay.

The effects of the final state interaction, which can mimic
genuine time reversal violation in theR correlation, are ex-
ceptionally small for the8Li decay ~Sec. III!. An average
value of the FSI correction in the point nucleus approxima
tion, weighted by the energy spectrum of the scattered elec
trons with E.4 MeV, amounts toRFSI50.731023. More
subtle contributions to the FSI correction were investigated
in Ref. @69#, where it was shown that, e.g., the effects of the
finite nuclear size influence the result by less than 10%. Fals
time reversal violation effects due to the twoa particles
which are decay products of the residual8Be nucleus are
negligible at the present experimental accuracy. The insens
tivity of the R observable to the strong interaction phase
shifts in the final state results from the fact that the twoa
particles are not detected in this experiment. Recently, ver
detailed calculations@70# show that the strong interaction
induced FSI effects in theA58 system are much smaller
than the electron-nucleus Coulomb interaction ones and the
is a strong cancellation between several second forbidde
terms in the region of the 21 state of the residual nucleus
~Fig. 1!. We conclude, therefore, that the first order approxi-
mation for the FSI correction@50# is adequate in our case.

Taking into account the FSI effects we obtain the resul
for the time reversal violating partRTRV of theR correlation:

RTRV5~20.964.0!31023.

This result is consistent with time reversal invariance.

C. Limits for tensor interaction

Ignoring isospin impurities and Fermi/Gamow-Teller in-
terference, the largest contribution toRTRV in our experiment
comes from the axial vector–tensor term:

RTRV5
2

3

Im~CTCA8*1CT8CA* !

uCAu21uCA8 u2
'ImSCT1CT8

3CA
D ,

where the approximation is valid forCA5CA8 .
Using the same approximation, theR coefficient for 8Li

decay may be expressed in the helicity projection formalism
as

RTRV52
4

3
ImS gTgA aRLT D .

Our result provides new 1s limits on the imaginary parts
of the tensor couplings in semileptonic, strangeness conser
ing weak decays:

20.015,ImSCT1CT8

CA
D ,0.009

20.002,Im~aRL
T !,0.003.

Alternatively, the 90% C.L. limits are
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20.022,ImSCT1CT8

CA
D ,0.017

20.004,Im~aRL
T !,0.005.

D. Analysis of T violation in b decay

b decay experiments, which examine thefirst order
~i.e., l inear in the decay amplitude! time reversal violation
arising from physics beyond the standardV-A approach, are
in general sensitive to a linear combination of the two exot
i.e., scalar and tensor interaction terms. Available data m
be therefore conveniently presented as exclusion plots in
plane defined by the two components of the weak intera
tion:

S5Im@~CS1CS8!/CA#, T5Im@~CT1CT8 !/CA#.

The experiment reported in this work is sensitive solely
the T contribution and measures limits o
20.015,T,0.009. Earlier 1s limits 20.073,T,20.007
@71# have been derived from the subtle final state interacti
corrections to the longitudinal electron polarization in th
decay of153Sm. We note that the data@72# analyzed in Ref.
@71# were not taken with the intention to investigate tim
reversal violation phenomena. In addition, the indirect det
mination @71# depends critically on the assumptions whic
had to be made in the analysis~highly hindered GT transi-
tion, constraints on the values of the other coupling co
stants, etc.!. Recent reviews @66# comment ‘‘ . . . the
(153Sm! FSI result should not be taken too seriously . . . ’’
since ‘‘ . . . these estimates are deemed unreliable, especi
for hindered transitions . . . . ’’ Since our experiment provides
direct and much tighter constraints for the time reversal v
lating tensor terms, the153Sm estimation and associated am
biguities do not have to be considered any more.

The only otherR-type measurement, with19Ne ~Table I!,
is more sensitive to scalar interaction. Accordingly, the a
thors @38# have chosen to analyze Im(CS). Neglecting the
tensor contribution they obtain the result equivalent
0.077,S,0.410. In our reanalysis of the19Ne R experi-
ment in terms of the linear combination, assuming that t
nuclear matrix elements areMF51 andMGT521.28@38#,
andCA5CA8521.26, we obtain

R~19Ne!520.33S20.22T.

A recent paper@73# presents a new idea of using th
electron-neutrino angular correlationa @50# in a pure Fermi
transition as a probe of the scalar couplings. This observa
provides limits for the absolute values of the coupling
uCSu, uCS8u. These limits also restrict the imaginary part o
the scalar interaction. An analysis@73# of theb delayed pro-
ton spectroscopy study of32Ar and 33Ar decays@74# yields
uCSu/uCVu,0.167 and uCS8u/uCVu,0.167 (2s constraints!.
Scaling these results to 1s limits for the sake of comparison
with the other experiments, and combining the two contrib
tions in quadrature, we obtainS50.00060.094. The method
of Ref. @73# was also applied in the case of the pure Gamo
Teller decay of6He @75#, to restrictb decay tensor couplings
uCTu/uCVu anduCT8 u/uCVu on the 1s level, to values less than
ic,
ay
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0.121@76#. However, this determination, interpreted in term
of the considered combinationT of the time reversal violat-
ing couplings, is much less precise than the result from
experiment discussed in this work.

Figure 24 sumarizes the restrictions available from t
most sensitiveb decay experiments searching for time reve
sal violation in scalar and tensor weak interactions.

Although consistency between all the relevant measu
ments is far from ideal, a fair conclusion is that no eviden
of time reversal violation can be inferred fromb decay data.

VIII. SUMMARY

This study represents a first direct measurement of
triple angular correlationR for ab decay transition, which is
sensitive to the time reversal violating, charge chang
weak tensor amplitude. We reiterate@8,66,67# that, in con-
trast to common opinions, such interaction terms may
present in gauge invariant, renormalizable extensions of
standard model.

The present study has improved by almost an order
magnitude our knowledge of this part of the time revers
violating weak interaction, which also violates parity sym
metry ~Table I!. As a result,T-violating, charge changing
tensor couplings are determined directly with much bet
precision than the other exotic term, the scalar weak inter
tion.

In the next step, a comparable improvement in the sca
sector would be welcomed. An experiment with Ar nuclei
in preparation to achieve this goal@77#. This experiment
aims at a determination of the magnitude of the scalar c
plings by measuring the squares of the weak amplitudes,
therefore is not sensitive in the first order to the time rever
violating partS. Here, the expected one order of magnitu

FIG. 24. Results from the most precise, recent experiments t
ing time reversal symmetry in the scalar and tensor weak inte
tions. The bands indicate61s limits from the measurements re
ported in Refs.@38,74,73# and in this work. Constraints from the
R-correlation experiment in the decay of free neutrons, to be m
sured with an accuracy of60.01, are attached.
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improvement in the experimental accuracy of the electro
neutrino correlation will bring a factor of;3 in the ampli-
tudeS.

Past experience from the precision studies of parity a
time reversal symmetries shows that redundancy in these
ficult measurements is desirable. There are two candid
systems which possess important advantages~which will not
be discussed here! for a first order measurement ofT viola-
tion arising via scalar couplings. One of them, which ha
already produced the firstR-correlation results@38#, is being
considered for an upgrade at Princeton University@38,78#.
Atomic physics methods based on lasers are proposed
order to polarize the19Ne nuclei, and to achieve an order o
magnitude improvement in the accuracy. The other case
even more interesting. According to our estimations, an e
periment to determine transverse polarization of electro
emitted in the decay of polarized free neutrons is feasible
n-

nd
dif-
ate

s

, in
f
is
x-
ns
on

the level of60.01 in theR-correlation coefficient. The ex-
pected constraints are presented in Fig. 24. Although
experiment provides similar information to that from19Ne
decay, it has the additional advantage of studying a part
larly simple system, which serves as a basic laboratory
weak interactions in semileptonic decays.
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